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death resulted from external violent and accidental cause but not

applicable in case of suicideInsured burned to death in fire in his

barnWhet her death accidentalOnus of proofPresumption
against suicideInferences from facts in evidence

Plaintiff administrator of the estate of deceased sued to recover under

double indemnity clause in policy issued by defendant insuring

R.s life the amount payable simply on death had been paid The

PRESENT Rinfret C.J and Kerwin Taschereau Rand and Estey JJ
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1945 double indemnity was payable upon receipt of due proof that

NEw Yoax
R.s death resulted directly and independently of all other causes

Lxn INS from bodily injury effected solely through external violent and acci

dental cause It was not payable if R.s death resulted from inter

olin self destruction or any violation of law by him He was

Bcuinr successful farmer He had an asthmatic condition but otherwise was

well On the day before the day on which he died his wife during

quarrel threatened to leave him as she had threatened in quarrels

on previous occasions and the next morning on his asking if she

still figured on leaving him she replied yes though she had

made no preparations to leave and according to her evidence he

said it would spoil his life he couldnt face it Shortly afterwards

his barn was found to be on fire it was completely destroyed and

his remains were found in its ruins

The trial Judge dismissed the action W.W.R 129 finding in

view of R.s said statements that he had committed suicide That

judgment was reversed by the Appellate Division Alta

W.W.R 68 Defendant appealed

Held affirming the judgment of the Appellate Division that plaintiff

should recover under the double indemnity clause Rand dissented

Per the Chief Justice and Kerwin it is evident from the trial Judges

reasons that but for R.s said words on the morning of the fire he

would have concluded that R.s death was due to an accident within

the meaning of the policy An appellate court is in as good posi

tion as the trial Judge in such case to thaw the proper inference

and under ail the circumstances the evidence did not lead to

finding of suicide There is presumption against the imputation of

crime That presumption is not overcome merely by prouf of

motive also there was no reasonable motive suggested in this case

The burden upon plaintiff to show that R.s death came within the terms

of the double indemnity clause did not require plaintiff to show that

the fire itself was started accidentally Plaintiff was required only

to produce such evidence as would warrant court in finding that

R.s death which undoubtedly occurred by reason of the fire resulted

from bodily injury that was effected solely through an accidental

cause no question arises as to the cause being external and violent

The fire may have been started innocently by or innocently or

intentionally by some one else so long as did not start the fire

with intention of committing suicide or place himself in the barn

with that intention after fire had been otherwise started plaintiff

must succeed

Per Taschereau Plaintiff hM satisfied the burden upon him to show

that R.s death resulted from an external violent and accidental

cause within the meaning of the double indemnity clause All the

circumstances as revealed by the evidence and bearing in mind that

courts act upon the balance of probabilities lead to that conclu

sion The case is one where an appellate court may thaw its own

inferences from the proven facts Suicide is crime and there is

legal presumption against the imputation of crime Motives are very

unreliable and cannot be classified as an accurate determining cause
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of human deeds which they often influence in different ways taken 1945

alone they have very little probative value and those alleged in

Ns ORE
this case do not rebut the presumption against suicide Li INS

Co
Per Estey The case is one in which an appellate court is in the same

position as the trial Judge as to drawing inferences of fact R.s SCHLITP

words to his wife on the morning of the fire when read in relation

to all the other facts do not justify an inference of suicide On the

issue of accidental death plaintiff was entitled to invoke the infer

ence against suicide which inference was not destroyed or attenu

ated by R.s said words On the evidence it must be found that the

cause of death was the fire and that that was an external violent

and accidental cause within the meaning of the double indemnity

clause

Per Rand dissenting To recover under the double indemnity clause

plaintiff must show death by accident That onus remained on him
and if with the presumption against suicide and its underlying pro
bative force properly applied the evidence compels the Court to

say that on the whole case the probabilities of accident or suicide

are in equal balance plaintiff must fail The presumption against

suicide arises from mankinds experience that human being nor

mally and instinctively shrinks from it That general reaction the

Court in considering all facts before it will keep in mind but it

treated as fact is to be looked upon as any other circumstance in

the particular situation In the present case there was in the whole

of the circumstances including the weight of the factors in experi

ence sufficient to leave the Court in doubt whether R.s death was

brought about by his intentional act or by accident and in that

state of things plaintiffs burden had not been discharged The

Appellate Division had acted upon inferences which the undisputed
facts did not warrant and at the same time had applied them to

burden of proof on defendant which the issue between the parties

did not raise The action should be dismissed

APPEAL by the defendant from the judgment of the

Supreme Court of Alberta Appellate Division reversing

the judgment of OConnor dismissing the action
which was brought to recover under double indemnity

provision in an insurance policy issued by the defendant
further sum than that which the defendant had paid

under the policy

The plaintiff sued in his capacity as administrator of

the estate of George Ross deceased who died on April

27 1942 in fire which burned his barn The defendant
had issued policy dated December 28 1925 which in
sured the life of the said Ross

W.W.R 68 W.W.R 129

DL.R 660
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1945 By the policy the defendant had agreed to pay $6850
NEw YORK the face of the policy upon receipt of due proof of the

LI%NS death of said Ross or $13700 double the face of the

ScHLrrr
policy upon receipt of due proof that his death resulted

directly and independently of all other causes from bodily

injury effected solely through external violent and acci

dental cause and that such death occurred within 90 days

after sustaining such injury subject to all the terms and

conditions contained in sec of the policy Said sec

provided that the said provision for double indemnity

benefit would not apply if the insureds death resulted from

inter alia self-destruction whether sane or insane or

any violation of law by the insured

The defendant paid the sum of $6850 The plaintiff

brought action to recover the further sum of $6850 under

the said double indemnity provision alleging that the

death resulted directly and independently of all other

causes from bodily injury effected solely through external

violent and accidental cause and occurred within 90 days

from the injury and that due proof of such death etc

had been supplied to or acquired by the defendant The

defendant denied the allegations of fact upon which the

plaintiff based his claim except the covenant in the

policy and further pleaded in the alternative the pro
vision in the policy that the double indemnity benefit

would not apply if the death of Ross resulted from self

destruction whether sane or insane and alleged that his

death resulted from self-destruction

The trial Judge dismissed the action finding that Ross

had committed suicide That judgment was reversed by

the Appellate Division which directed that judgment

be entered for the plaintiff for the said sum of $6850

The defendant appealed to this Court

The facts and circumstances of the case are sufficiently

stated in the reasons for judgment in this Court now

reported The appeal to this Court was dismissed with

costs Rand dissenting

Maclean K.C and Johnson for the appel

lant

McDonald K.C for the respondent
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The judgment of the Chief Justice and Kerwin was

delivered by NEW YORE
Lisa INS

KERWIN J.The appellant Company is the defendant Co

in an action brought by the administrator of the estate sH
of George Ross upon policy of insurance issued by

Kerwin

the Company to Ross as the insured The Company

agreed to pay $6850 upon receipt of due proof of Ross

death

or thirteen thousand seven hundred Dollars upon receipt of due proof

that the death of the Insured before the maturity date resulted directly

and independently of all other causes from bodily injury effected

solely through external violent and accidental cause

Ross died on April 27th 1942 The Company paid $6850

but declined to pay the additional sum that was claimed

by virtue of the clause referred to

Mr Justice OConnor the trial judge dismissed the

action as he came to the conclusion that Ross had corn

mitted suicide The Appellate Division of the Supreme

Court of Alberta reversed this judgment as the five mem
bers of that Court came to the conclusion that the in

sured had not committed suicide Both Courts treated

that as being the only substantial one in question but

counsel for the appellant argued that they had not

dealt with another issue raised by the Company This

matter will be adverted to later but the evidence relat

ing to Ross death and to the relevant circumstances

prior thereto must firsi be stated

Ross was born on February 11th 1893 and at the time

of the issue of the policy December 9th 1925 was bache

lor The beneficiary mentioned in the policy was his

mother but this was changed on November 12th 1937 to

the executors administrators or assigns of the insured

In 1938 as result of correspondence through what is

called friendship column in newspaper Ross became

acquainted with Susie Klassen She became his house

keeper on his farm and in about three months they were

married Some time after the marriage quarrels arose

over her claim that her husband and the hired man
Robert Thomas tracked mud into the house and while on

several occasions she threatened to leave at no time did

she make any preparations to carry out these threats
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1945 On Sunday April 26th 1942 another quarrel occurred

NEw YORK over the same matter and she told her husband that she

LIF
INS

was going to leave In cross-examination she stated that

she meant it at the time and that he must have known
.Scrnnr

that she meant it but she did not jcnow Thomas
Kerwm who had worked for Ross for some years and for Ross

father before that was present during this quarrel and

according to his evidence he told Ross that it was time

he was quitting The two of them went out of the house

together Thomas intimated to Ross that either he or

Ross wife would have to leave Ross asked Thomas not

to quit but to wait few days to which Thomas agreed

At some stage but whether in Thomas presence or not

is not quite clear Mrs Ross complained that she was

working too hard while her husband intimated that she

had not been working as hard as his mother Thomas

went to visit neighbour not because of the quarrel but

because he very often went there or to the houses of

other neighbours and did not return until Monday
morning

On that Monday morning Ross rose about six oclock

and went to do the chores His wife prepared his break

fast and then went back to bed Ross returned to the

house ate his breakfast and then went to the bedroom

to inquire if Mrs Ross were ill She replied that she

was not but that she was trying to get some sleep since

she had not slept during the night He again left the

house After an interval she arose and had started wash

ing the dishes when he returned and on asking if she still

figured on leaving him she replied Yes According

to her evidence he said that It would spoil his life if

left him he couldnt face it and things like that he

was telling me and talking about other things too and

he then went out of the house She had not commenced

to pack any of her effects nor had she asked him to drive

her to town About ten minutes after Ross left his wife

went to the porch of the house and saw smoke coming

out of all parts of the barn She went out into the yard

towards the barn and shouted for him but not getting

any answer returned to the house and telephoned for

assistance So far as she could see all the doors in the

barn were closed She opened one door the one on the
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south side and left it open The barn and the contents 1945

burned Ross body was found in the debris and there is NEW YORK

no doubt that he died as result of the fire
LIFE INS

The barn was frame building about eighty feet wide Scii
running east and west by about forty feet There was

double door in the west part of the barn with strip

of cement about fifteen feet wide leading from this double

door northerly across the barn on either side of which

strip of cement were the stalls which had been planked

Otherwise the earth formed the ground floor of the barn

There was one stairway in the building leading to the

loft which extended over the whole area and in the loft

there were about eight tons of hay The barn was wired

for electricity the power for whih was generated out

side There were three or four gasoline cans on the pre
mises one of which was kept in shed where the gaso
line pump was After the fire one can was found by
Thomas on the floor of the barn about fifteen feet from

Ross body There was no gasoline in the can and the

top was screwed on tightly Thomas drove tractor over

this flattened it and threw it on junk pile and it was

only later that it was discovered by policeman who then

ascertained from Thomas what the latter had done The

fuse in the shed was intact

Ross did not smoke and therefore did not always have

matches with him but on some occasions Thomas had

secured matches from him It appears to be common
ground that Ross had been in the loft and had fallen

where he had been overcome While the evidence is not

clear it seems to have been taken for granted at the

trial that because of what was found in the stalls Ross

had harnessed team of horses and had probably used

them to bring some feed which however was not brought
in the barn but was left outside There is also evidence

that gasoline was used occasionally to shine the harness

There was no contradictory evidence and while the

trial judge described the widow as giving her evidence

with fatuous grin he believed her testimony Part of

that testimony however was an opinion expressed by
her that her husband had committed suicide and state

ment that she did not want the double indemnity and

would refuse to accept it As to the first part the evi
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945 dence was inadmissible as that was the very point the

Nw YORK Court was asked to determine As to the second part

LIFINS counsel for the administrator stated before the Appellate

Sc
Division that the widow had concurred in the instruc

__ tions by the administrator to prosecute the appeal
Kerwin There might also be mentioned the evidence of Thomas

that he acted as he did in connection with the gasoline

can because he feared that it might be considered Ross

had committed suicide His opinion on that point was

also inadmissible

It is evident from the reasons of the trial judge that if

it had not been for the evidence of the widow that her

husband had said he could not face it etc Mr Justice

OConnor would have come to the conclusion that Ross

death was due to an accident within the meaning of the

policy An Appellate Court is in as good position as

the trial judge in such case to draw the proper infer

ence Dominion Trust Co New York Life Insurance

Co agree with the Appellate Division that under

all the circumstances and bearing in mind that no ques

tion as to financial difficulties could arise as Ross estate

was valued at about $40000 with current debts of $400

the evidence does not lead to finding that Ross com
mitted suicide There is presumption against the im

putation of crime London Life Insurance Company

Trustee of the Property of Lang Shirt Co and

motive can never be of itself sufficient Dominion Trust

Co New York Life Insurance Co supra The only

motive suggested in this casethat Ross being timid

as far as public opinion was concerned and not liking to

be teased or made to feel ridiculous would commit suicide

rather than have it said that his wife had left himcan

not be taken seriously

The other point mentioned earlier and on which counsel

for the appellant relied was that the plaintiff had to

bring himself within the terms of the policy No doubt

that is so and there must be evidence that Ross death

resulted directly and independently of all other causes

from bodily injury effected solely through external vio

lent and accidental cause It was suggested that this

required the plaintiff to show that the fire itself was

11919 A.C 254 S.C.R 117
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started accidentally This is fallacy The plaintiff was 1945

required only to produce such evidence that would war- NEW YORK

rant court in finding that Ross death which undoubt- LIrsNs

edly occurred by reason cf the fire resulted from bodily

injury that was effected solely through an accidental

cause no question arisei as to the cause being external
KerwrnJ

and violent The fire may have been started innocently

by Ross or innocently intentionally by some one else

So long as Ross did not start the fire with the intention

of committing suicide or place himself in the barn with

that intention after fire had been otherwise started the

plaintiff must succeed

The appeal should be dismissed with costs

TASCHEREAU J.The plaintiff Henry Peter Schlitt is

the administrator of the estate of George Ross who

died in tragic circumstances and in such capacity he

brought action against The New York Life Insurance

Company and based his claim on the following relevant

paragraphs of the insurance policy issued by the appel

lant on the life of the deceased

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
MUTUAL COMPANY
AGREES TO PAY

to Lottie Ross mother of the insured with the right on the part of the

Insured to change the Beneficiary in the manner provided in Section

Beneficiary Sixty-Eight HundrEd Fifty Dollars the face of this Policy

upon receipt of due proof of the death of George Ross the Insured

before December 9th 1957 hereinafter called the maturity date or

Thirteen Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars Double the face of this

Policy upon receipt of due proof that the death of the Insured before

the maturity date resulted directly and independently of all other causes

from bodily injury effected solely through external violent and acci

dental cause and that such death occurred within ninety days after sus

taining such injury subject tc all the terms and conditions contained

in Section hereof

SECTION 2DOUBLE INDEMNITY

The provision for Double Benefit on the first page hereof

will not apply if the Insureds dasth resulted from self-destruction whether

sane or insane from any violation of law by the Insured from military

or naval service in time of war from engaging in riot or insurrection

from war or any act incident thereto from engaging as passenger or

otherwise in submarine or aronautic operations or directly or mdi

304915
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1945 rectly from physical or mental infirmity illness or disease of any kind

The Company shall have the right and opportunity to examine the body

IEW and to make an autopsy unless prohibited by law

Co

SCT
SECTION

TaschereauJ

Self -Destruct jon.In the event of self-destruction during the first

two insurance years whether the Insured be sane or insane the insur

ance under this Policy shall be sum equal to the premiums thereon

which have been paid to and received by the Company and no more

The appellant paid the sum of $6850 but refused to

pay the double indemnity on the ground that George
Ross had committed suicide and that under the terms of

the policy his death had not resulted directly from

bodily injury effected solely through external violent and

accidental cause The trial Judge found that Ross had

committed suicide and dismissed the action but the

Court of Appeal reversed this judgment and the Insur

ance Company now appeals to this Court

Ross was farmer domiciled in Wainwright Alberta
where for many years he carried successfully his farmhg

operations with the help of one man named Robert

Thomas The evidence revealsthat he was good worker

leading retired life that he was active and robust ex
cept for an asthmatic condition of the lungs that occasion

ally required the care of Dr Wallace who was the family

physician

Rosss farm was highly mechanized and he was the owner

of fine herd of cattle and of one team of horses and

he was very particular about his property which he kept

in very good condition The barn was equipped with an

electric system

In 1938 when he reached the age of approximately

forty-five as the result of an advertisement called Friend

ship Group which he had seen in the local newspaper
he met one Susie Kiassen who for three months acted as

his housekeeper and then became his wife Until the

date of his death he had on several occasions quarrelled

with her and although the differences seemed to be of

minor character she threatened to leave him but Rosss
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matrimonial troubles if serious at all did not appear to 1945

affect him for his friends testify that he looked quite NEBK
happy and pleased about his marriage LxFNs

The day previous to his death an insignificant happen- Sci
ing arose about the hired man who came into the house

with muddy boots to which Mrs Ross objected

ously so that Thomas left the house momentarily and

was not present when the next morning the tragedy

happened

That morning Ross got up at about six oclock and went

out doing the chores after which he came home and had

his breakfast He then went in his wifes room and

seeing that she was in bed asked if she was sick He
went back to the barn and returned later asking hi wife

if she still had the intention of leaving him and receiv

ing an affirmative reply he said it would spoil his life

and that he could not face it His wife testifies that he

talked also of different other things that he did not look

cross at all but she could see that he felt bad Ten

minutes after he had left the wife who was washing

her dishes walked into the porch and saw smoke coming

out of the barn which sh.e says was all on fire She went

to the barn which was located at distance of approxi

mately seventy-five yards from the house and shouted

for her husband but did not get any answer She

opened one of the doors but she could not go in because

the smoke was too thick She then telephoned for help

and the first to arrive was Mr Mudles with some other

neighbours Corporal Miller of the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police was also called as well as Corporal

Francis

When they arrived à1l the upper part of the barn was

burned and towards the south end near the centre they

found the dead body of Ross It was lying on prairie

wooi and underneath it were pieces of what appeared to

be parts of the ceiling leaving the impression that the

body had fallen from tlhe loft Although it was in

charred condition it was identified as being the body

of Ross The two horses and the other animals were

also burned but calcinated strips of leather were on the

remains of the horses evidence that they had recently

been harnessed gasoline can was found in the barn

3O4915
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1945 after the fire It was empty but the top was screwed

YoR on and when Addison Thomas the help discovered it

LIFNa he thought he would destroy it so he ran the tractor

over it and threw it in the junk pile

With this evidence the trial Judge found that the
Tagcherea.u

plaintiff as administrator of the estate was not entitled

to the double indemnity because he thought that Ross

had committed suicide but the Court of Appeal reached

different conclusion

It was undoubtedly upon the respondent to show that

Rosss death was the result of an external violent and

accidental cause This think he has established

although the trial Judge found otherwise This is case

where Court of Appeal is at liberty to draw its own

inferences from the proven facts and is not bound to

accept the findings -of the Judge in the original Court

Dominion Trust Co New York Life Ins Co.
All the circumstances of the case as revealed by the

evidence lead me the conclusion that the respondent

has brought himself within the provisions of the double

indemnity clause of the policy In Jerome Prudential

Insurance Company of America Rose C.J said

Nothing practically can be proved to demonstration

and courts act daily and must act upon balancing of

probabilities

And some time before in Richard Evans Co Ltd

Astley Lord Loreburn had also said Courts like

individuals habitually act upon balance of -probabili

ties

Here in this case the balance of probabilities is in

favour think of George- Ross having met .a violent

external and accidental death by burning in the fire

which destroyed his barn

The appellant company has alleged in its plea that

Ross perished as result of self-destruction Suicide

although not punishable is -nevertheless crime and the

law of evidence is that there is legal presumption

against the imputation of crime In London Life Insur

ance Co Trustee of the Property of Lang Shirt Co
Ltd Mr Justice Migneault- said

1919 A.C 254 A.C 674 at 678

1939 Ins L.R 59 S.C.R 117 at 125-126
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That there is in the law of evidence legal presumption against 1945

the imputation of crime requiring before crime can be held to be estab-
NEw Yonx

hished proof of more cogent character than in ordinary cases where no FE INS
such imputation is made does not appear to admit of doubt

In the same case Lan Shirt Co.s Trustee London Life
ScRUTT

ins Co Latchford C.J in his judgment at page 95TaschereauJ

stated and quoted the law as follows
It is think settled law that when the death is explicable in two

ways and the circumstances are equally consistent with accident or

suicide as for instance when the assured is found drowned without any

explanation of how he happened to get into the water the presumption

against crime applies and the insurers are therefore liable as for death

by accident Welford Accident Insurance 1923 211

The same principle has also been applied in Harvey

Ocean Accident and Guarantee CorporatiOn where it

was held
If man is found drowned and certainly drowned either by acci

dent or by suicide and there is no preponderance of evidence as to

which of the two caused his death is there any presumption against

suicide which will justify jury or an arbitrator in finding that the

death was accidental and innocent and not suicidal and criminal In

my opinion there clearly is such presumption

The appellant submitted that it has established motive

which would show that death was self-inflicted by the de
liberate intention of the deceased It is said that Ross

being of timid and retired nature would be unable to

bear the loss of his wife and the ridicule that would fall

upon him if she left him The threats which never

materalized made by Mrs Ross that she would leave her

husband must not be given too much weight Motives

are indeed very unreliable and they cannot be classified

as an accurate determining cause of human deeds which

they too often influence in different ways Taken alone

and not coupled with other extraneous evidence they

have very little probative value and surely those that are

alleged in the case at bar do not rebut the presumption

against suicide As Lord Dunedin said in Re Arnold

Estate

Motive however can never be of itself sufficient The utmost

that it can do is to destroy or attenuate the inference drawn from the

experience of mankind that self-destruction being contrary to human

instincts is unlikely to have occurred The proof of suicide must be

sought in the circumstances of the death

62 Ont L.R 83 The quotation is from 29

Ir 1918 44 D.L.R 12 at 16
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1945 Ross was prosperous farmer wh left an estate- of

Nw Yoa over $40000 and who had no financial troubles His

LIFNs affection for his wife had since certain time cooled

down to stage of indifference and the grief due to the
HLITT

possible loss of h-er companionship and the alleged ridi

1a8chereau cule that her departure would cast upon him appear to

be mere conjectures that cannot allow me to say that

he sought an end to his sorrows and fears in self-destruc

tion

would dismiss this appeal with costs

RAND dissentingThis action was brought for

$6850 on policy of life insurance providing what is

known as double indemnity on death arising from acci

dent Liability for death alone was admitted and pay
ment made but as for accidental death it was denied and

these proceedings resulted The trial judge found the

deceased had brought about his own death and dismissed

the claim On appeal this was reversed and judgment

given for the arpount claimed

The facts ar somewhat -meagre At the time of his

death on April 27th 1942 the deceased was forty-nine

years of age He was farmer -in the Wainwright dis

trict of Alberta and left property consisting -of more than

six quarter sections of land buildings farm implements

cattle etc of the net value- of approximately $42000

The farm had -been his fathers and apparently he had

always lived on it He had remained unmarried until

1938 In that year he replied to an advertisement for

place as housekeeper by the woman he later married

and after th-e exchange of two or three letters she came

to his home in March or the early part of April of that

year The letters on the part of the deceased had been

written by Robert Thomas hired man who had evi

dently worked on the farm continuously from some years

before the death of the father On July 31st 1938 the

deceased married the housekeeper and from then until

his death they lived together with Thomas member of

the household

Those best acquainted with the deceased his doctor

Thomas and others agree in describing him generally as

a- capable farmer but somewhat reserved and retiring
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quiet man who did not do much talking He had enjoyed 1945

good health until three or four years before his death

when he seemed to get kind of asthma effects of some LIF0IN

kind got short of wind The doctor described him as

timid soul He was peculiarly sensitive to ridicule

and to neighbourhood talk and in relation to women was

shy and hesitant He could not stand guying and was

touchy We have not much to indicate the attitude

or feeling between him and his wife but from her ae

count their life together had been disappointing She

thought his affections had cooled towards her and at

times he looked despondent and down-hearted and fed

up with life

On several occasions she had threatened to leave but

nothing of that sort actually took place It is probably

fair inference that the wife on the one side and the

deceased and the hired man on the other had gradually

grown on each others nerves Their untidiness was evi

dently source of irritation to her which she did not

hesitate to express to the hired man On the Sunday pre

ceding the death there was flare-up between them on

his coming into the house as she complained with too

much dirt on his boots. He denied that and resented it

The wife declared she would leave and the hired man
likewise After long talk with the deceased however

he finally agreed to stay on for few days at least On
that morning with his work finished he went over to

friends about six miles distant intending to return at

night but on account of rain he put off returning until

the next morning That was not unusual however and

carried no significance

Evidently the deceased and his wife did not speak

again that day or night although they occupied the same

bed About six oclock the next morning as was his prac

tice he got up and went outdoors doubtless to do the

chores His wife who had not slept during the night

prepared his breakfast and then went back to bed The

deceased returned to the house and after eating break

fact came to the door of the bedroom and enquired if

his wife was ill She replied no that she was trying to

get some sleep upon which he again went out of the

house
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1945 About nine oclock his wife rose dressed and started

NEW- YORE to wash up the breakfast dishes While at this the

LI%N8 deceased came in and they had serious discussion He
asked her if she intended to leave and she answered that

ScBLrrr
she did He spoke of the work about the house and con

RaudJ
trasted what she did with what his mother used to do
He did not appear angry but could see he felt

bad Finally he said he couldntit would spoil his

life and he couldnt face it her leaving From these

few details we must surmise his state of mind as he left

her The talk lasted but few minutes and as he closed

the door of the house again it was the last seen of him

alive

About ten minutes later his wife happening to go out

to the back porch saw smoke coming from all parts of

the barn She ran out calling her husband and went

as far as the barn door which she opened but in the thick

smoke that met her left it turned back to the house and

telephoned for help

In the barn which was 60 by 30 were team of

horses two calves and three pups The horses were in

double stall next to the double doors which opened

towards the house The loft had good flooring through
out and was reached by stairway running to the back

the northerly side along the westerly wall In it were

seven or eight tons of hay some of which was known as

prairie wool There were doors between the sections

below through which the stairway could be reached from

any part

The fire consumed the barn and contents The body of

the deceased was found near the easterly side of the

double doors and underneath it were some unburned

prairie grass and small portion of the floor of the loft

The head as well as the arms and legs had been entirely

burned off and identity was in part established by

watch found near the remains

The hired man had heard of the fire and reached the

home between ten and eleven oclock at time when the

barn was still burning In looking through the ruins he

came aCross can which he recognized as one which had

been used for gasoline and kept in small building

between thefl barn and the house and bit to the east
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which housed gasoline engine and water pump This 1945

can lay twelve feet or so in cross direction from the NEw YOB
body of the deceased Thomas had never seen it in the LIFINs
barn before He picked it up and two or three days later

ran tractor over it and threw it on the junk pile There
CHLITr

is no doubt of his reason for so doing When he had

picked it up however he was not alone and some time

later in August upon being questioned about it by the

Mounted Police he produced it to them

There was no doubt either in the mind of the widow

as to the cause of the fire and up to and including the

trial she disclaimed the insurance monies The first

coroner called was friend of the deceased and certified

the death as from accident The matter was not allowed

to rest there however and an enquiry later held by
another coroner found death by suicide

From the moment when the deceased left his house

for the last time with the words it would spoil his life

and he couldnt face it on his lips until his charred

remains were found in the ruins we are left to conjecture

What actually took place was hidden behind the closed

doors of the barn

The trial judge took the issue to be whether or not the

deceased committed suicide with the onus of establishing

it on the appellant He found motive in the fact that

he had met his wife in rather unorthodox way which

no doubt caused considerable gossip in the neighbour

hood and many dire predictions of unhappy married life

now likely to be fulfilled and he was strongly influenced

by the last conversation in part quoted that it would

spoil his life if his wife left him and that he could not

face it take his last words to mean that he could

not face the disgrace of his wifes desertion and would

end his life find he did In the Court of Appeal

the reasons of Ford J.A were concurred in by Harvey

C.J.A Howson J.A and Shepherd In them the con
trolling view of the facts is think indicated by the

references to the incident of the gasoline can and the

cause of the fire Speaking of the former Ford J.A says
There are think many other inferences to be drawn from what

the hired man did with the gasoline can he says he found in the ruins

than the one that he was endeavouring to proteet the reputation of his
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1945 employer from the odium attached to suicide He says that he found

NEW YORK
an empty gasoline can which had been usually kept elsewhere in the

LIFE INS
ruins of the barn and that he ran the tractor over it This action on his

part as well as the expressed opinion of the widow on whose farm he

and she are still living may have been done and expressed to protect
SCHLWI some one other than Ross as the incendiary and killer

RandJ
And of the fire

The fact that it was not more than ten minutes after Ross is said

to have left the house that the barn was on fire with smoke coming

out of every crack the fact that it is clear that he had gone to the loft

and that if he is the one who set the fire must have made other

preparations for his alleged act unless he had previously prepared the

setting for his death should lead to the conclusion that it was someone
else who set the fire or that the fire was itself accidental The possi

bility if not probability of the fire itself being accidental is stated in

the -reasons for judgment of the learned trial Judge

There is also this observation on the possibility of

suicide

Here the method- of death which it is said is what- should be

found to have been adopted by Ross is so fantastic that it -is almost

unbelievable that such man as Ross is said to have been would have

planned and adopted it as the means of escape from his- troubles

Lunney J.A reached the same conclusion It was assumed

as result of the presumption against it that the onus

lay upon the appellant to prove suicide- in order to de
feat accident

In dealing with these speculations should first re

mark that we are not at liberty to question the testi

mony of the widow The trial judge in case in which

he would properly subject her and her testimony to

keen scrutiny believed her and although he mentions

an unattractive mannerism he had no doubt of her vera

city As to the hired man Thomas not the slightest

justification appears for any question of his honesty or

truthfulness We cannot therefore disregard their testi

mony or assume facts contradictory of it

The vital question of fact meets us at the threshold of

the enquiry what or who caused the fire If the barn

was on fire when the deceased reached it distance of

about seventy-five yards from the house would he
without word or call of alarm have entered it closed

the door behind him and gone to the loft Not surely

unless he was bent on his own destruction With no such

intent would he not have made some attempt to save

the horses Opening the westerly half of the main doors
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he was immediately at their side in the double stall but 1945

we know that the doors were closed and that the horses NEW YORK

died there with their harness on Then let us assume Ln INS

the fire to have started after he entered the barn It was
SCHLITT

lighted by electricity and if there had been short circuit

in the wiring the fuse would have burned out but the

fuse was found intact he did not smoke there is not

word to support the possibility of spontaneous combus

tion in seven or eight tons of hay at that time of year
and that at that particular moment he careful farmer

would be moving or looking or searching around hay in

loft with two windows and an electric light with

burning match in his hand and so set the fire and become

his own victim must think be rejected out of hand

What could have been the purpose of the can in the barn
It was suggested that the gasoline might be used to clean

harness but the only use shown was by Thomas to put
shine on the horses the deceased was not much for

sucking up his horses No other possible cause has been

mentioned

On the other hand fire in hay generally does and

can easily he made to give off dense smoke and when

first seen by the wife smoke was pouring from all open
ings in the barn the deceased was asthmatic and pecu
liarly susceptible to suffocation given will to suicide

here was means at hand swift and with an effect per
haps not unfamiliar to his imaginings But that same

susceptibility would have tended from the first contact

to cause him to seek his own safety and that of the ani

mals in the barn had he been so disposed

The double indemnity is an insurance against death

by accident There are other qualifying characteristics

but they are not material to this controversy The onus

of proof of accidental death is on the plaintiff the ques
tion of suicide does not as plea arise If the action

had been brought as claim upon death only the defen

dant must have raised that question as defence and

would conversely have carried the burden of that issue

presumption requires the court or jury to assume

fact material to an issue before it until evidence has

been presented which to degree fixed in each case by

law destroys or sufficiently qualifies it The presump
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1945 tion may depend upon the proof of special fact or it

YORK may accompany certain evidentiary matters whenever

LIFNs they appear primary question in each case is whether

the presumption raises an onus of proof or as it is some
times called persuasion on the party against whom it

RaiidJ
operates or requires merely the neutralizing of the fact

presumed in the framework of the existing onus That

the same presumption in its application to different cir

cumstances may give rise to either of these is illustrated

in the consideration of the question in United Motors

Service Inc Hutson

Does then the presumption against suicide as it arises

in this case throw upon the appellant the burden of estab

lishing it by the preponderance of probability or does

the onus remain that of establishing death by accident

have no doubt it is the latter and if with the pre

sumption and its underlying probative force properly

applied the proof in rebuttal brings the court to the

point where on the whole case it must say that the pro

babilities are in equal balance the respondent must fail

In the conception of function of requiring quantum

of proof the presumption plays no part in the draw

ing of conclusions from the facts presented in rebuttal

and this circumstance has made generous contribution

tO the confusion and difficulty which surround the prac

tical application of this very necessary device

Presumptions may be raised primarily from considera

tions of convenience bearing little or no relation to the

logic of proof but they may also be the legal crystalliza

tions of inferences from experience There can be little

doubt that the rule with which we are dealing is of the

latter class It is the experience of mankind that human

being normally and iistinctively shrinks from the act of

his own destruction But we .know that suicide does

take place and unpredictably and when in given

controversy circumstances appear pointing to such con

clusion what in fact is the rôle of the presumption

The clue to that lies in the distinction between the

presumption in its legal requirement and the matter in

experience out of which it has arisen In the considera-

tion of all facts before it court or jury will inevitably

1937 S.C.R 294
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keep before itself that basic datum in this case the gen- p45

eral repugnance to self-slaughter That instinctive re- NEW Yoa
action treated as fact is to be looked upon as any other LIF0INs

circumstance in the particular situation The distinction
SCRLITr

is indicated by Lord Dunedin in Dominion Trust Corn

pany New York Life Insurance Company RandJ

Motive however can never be of itself sufficient The utmost that

it can do is to destroy or attenuate the inference drawn from the experi
ence of mankind that self-destruction being contrary to human instincts

is unlikely to have occurred The proof of suicide must be sought in the

circumstances of the death

And these circumstances in turn run the gauntlet of the

factors underlying that inference in the process of inter

preting them

When point has been reached at which suicide be
comes reasonable conclusion or counter-balances acci

dent the legal effect of the presumption is exhausted
The cardinal question in any case is whether the evi

dence offered in rebuttal warrants finding of that

degree of probability The crux lies in defining prac
tical formulas for determining that question Middle-

ton J.A dealing with the presumption as against crime
where the onus of proof must be met lays down this

test

While the rule is not so strict in civil cases as in criminal think
that when right or defence rests upon the suggestion that conduct is

criminal or quasi-criminal the Court should be satisfied not only that
the circumstances proved are consistent with the commission of the

suggested act but that the facts are such as to be inconsistent with any
other rational conclusion than that the evil act was in fact committed

Lang Shirt Co.s Trustee London Life Ins Co
But that passage is dealing with right or defence

The only right here is asserted by the respondent the sug
gestion of suicide arises in the proof of accident the basis

of the right and not by way of defence in the sense there

intended

In this case therefore the facts and the inferences which

may fairly be drawn including not merely the motive
but the intention implied in fact from the language ac
companying the first step towards the final act brought
into juxtaposition with the elements in experience giving
rise to the presumption must to defeat the claim bring
about in the mind of the court or jury an impasse of

1919 A.C 254 1928 62 Out L.R 83 at 93
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1945 balanced probabilities Obviously if they are inconsis

NEW Yon tent with accident the claim fails but having regard to

LIFE00INS
the factors to be taken into account see no reason why
under such an onus inconsistency must be shown An

equal consistency reached after giving full effect to the

RandJ presumption as fact is the same as balance of proba

bility and unless there is some rule of policy that will

otherwise control it the party carrying the onus must

necessarily fail know of no such rule

It is no doubt settled that where death is explicable

in two ways and the circumstances are equally consis

tent with suicide or accident as in the case where per

son is found drowned and there is no explanation of how

he got into the water the presumption prevails This

assumes simplicity Of facts and an evaluation of them

uninfluenced by the instinctive bias against suicide which

are not present or possille here we have not an equal

consistency and the presumption in some form must

descend into the facts The same probative require

ment is observed in either form of the statement but in

my opinion it comports more nearly with the actual pro

cesses of judging such an issue that the underlying factors

and the surrounding circumstances be conceived in recip

rocal effect upon each other and not that the presump

tion as neutral arbiter should be called in to tip the

scales of balanced fact

The ruling of this Court in The London Life Insur

ance Company Trustee of the Property of Lang Shirt

Company Limited was pressed upon us and is taken

as governing in the Courts below In the main action

of that appeal suicide was raised as an affirmative plea

in the other two actions in which claims were for death

by accident it was apparently concededas it was in

the Court belowon the argument and certainly as

sumed that as to the alternative of suicide the onus

likewise was on the defence But as have already mdi-

cated the issue before the trial judge in the present case

was not suicide it was accident with the onus on the

respondent and that onus has not been displaced by any

effect of the presumption find nothing in the rule of

law laid down by Mignault in conflict with what

have said here

117
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think it clear that there is in the whole of the cir- 1945

cumstances before us including the weight of the factors NEW YOE
in experience sufficient to leave the court in doubt whe- LIF0INs

ther the death was brought about by the act of the

deceased or by accident That against years of external

routine this climax of depression emotional disturb- Rand

anee motive intention fire and death crowded into the

space of ten minutes should be accepted as pure coinci

dence is too great strain on credulity In that state of

things the burden on the respondent has not been dis

charged

With the greatest respect am forced to the opinion

that the Court of Appeal has acted upon inferences which

the undisputed facts do not warrant and at the same

time has applied them to burden of proof on the defen

dant which the issue between the parties did not raise

would allow the appeal and dismiss the action with

costs throughout

ESTEY J.The respOndent plaintiff Henry Peter

Schlitt in his capacity as Administrator of the Estate of

George Ross claims under policy of insurance with

the appellant defendant The New York Life Insurance

Company The policy contains the usual coverage upon
the life of the late Mr Ross in the sum of $6850 and

this amount the company has paid In addition thereto

this policy has double indemnity clause under which

the company refused to make payment and this action

is for the recovery thereof The parts of the policy

material to this action are as follows

Thirteen Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars upon receipt

of due proof that the death of the Insured before the maturity date

resulted directly and independently of all other causes from bodily

injury effected solely through external violent and accidental cause

Section 2Double Indemnity

The provision for Double Indemnity Benefit on the first page hereof

will not apply if the Insureds death resulted from self-destruction

It is incumbent upon the plaintiff to establish that the

death of George Ross resulted from bodily

injury effected solely through external violent and acci

dental cause Ocean Accident and Guarantee Corpora
tion Fowlie Wadsworth Canadian Railway

Accident Insurance Co

1902 33 Can S.C.R 253 1914 49 Can S.C.R 115
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945 There is no question of credibility nor controversy with

YORK respect to the facts and this is therefore case in which

LuNs the appellate is in the same position as the original Court

with respect to drawing inferences of fact Per Lord
SCHLn1

Haisbury in Montgomerie Co Ltd Wallace-James
Estey.J

It is established that on Monday April 27 1942 the

death of George Ross resulted from bodily injuries

caused by fire which was an external and violent cause

within the meaning of the policy In order for the plain
tiff to recover it must also be found that this fire was
an accidental cause The cause of this fire constitutes

the important issue in this appeal

Mr Ross lived on farm near Wainwright and after

doing his chores came into the house about nine oclock

Monday morning where he had conversation with his

wife and went out again Ten minutes later Mrs Ross
from the porch of the house saw smoke coming out of

the barn from every crack could see She ran out

doors called to Mr Ross who did not answer She

opened the barn door and finding the barn full of smoke

she hastened to telephone neighbours The barn was

completely destroyed and Mr Ross remains were found

in the ruins of the barn

The learned trial judge states If it were not for the

wifes evidence as to Ross last words to her would

agree with Dr Wallace and further stated take

his last words to mean that he could not face the dis

grace of his wifes desertion and would end his life

find he did Dr Wallace had deposed as coroner

closed the case as accidental death due to burning

On Sunday morning Mrs Ross objected to Mr Ross

and the hired man Thomas walking into the house with

muddy boots Words followed and Mrs Ross threat

ened to leave as did the hired man The quarrel appar

ently ended with Mr Ross and the hired man going out

of the house Outside they had conversation of some

length and the hired man reiterated his statement that

he thought he should leave Mr Ross counselled him to

remain few days and he promised to do so Imme

diately after this conversation the hired man left not

A.C 73 at 75
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because of the quarrel but to visit friend about three 1945

miles away Because of rain he did not as he had in- NORK
tended return that evening and was not on the farm LIF

INS

again until he came in response to telephone call about
Scrn.rrr

the fire

After the quarrel on Sunday Mr and Mrs Ross did Estey

not speak to each other they did however have their

meals together and slept together that night He got

up Monday morning early as usual and completed his

chores He harnessed his team of horses and whether

he had already used them to haul feed or intended to

use them we do not know but he left them in the barn

with the harness on
Mrs Ross had not slept well and after Mr Ross had

gone out the first time she got up prepared his break-

fast and went back to bed Mr Ross came in ate his

breakfast .went to the bedroom and inquired if she was

ill to which Mrs Ross replied she was not but was

merely catching up on her sleep Mr Ross went out of

the house again When he came back about nine oclock

he found Mrs Ross washing the dishes As to what then

took place Mrs Ross deposes as follows

After little got up and started doing my dishes and then after

little while he came in again and he asked me if still figured on leav

ing him said Yes He said would spoil his life i1 left him
he couldnt face it and things like that he was telling me and talking

about other things too little while after that he went out and

never seen him again

She also deposes with regard to Mr Ross at that time
He didnt look to be cross at all but could see he felt bad you

know

Again she says
He came in and we were talking together

This was Mr Ross last conversation which so influenced

the learned trial judge He went out and ten minutes later

the barn was seen to be on fire

The evidence would indicate that ever since their

honeymoon in 1938 Mr and Mrs Ross from time to time

would have differences and Mrs Ross would threaten to

leave but she had never left No particulars of these

previous difficulties are given but Mr Schlitt the ad

ministrator who was fairly intimately acquainted with

Mr Ross deposes

321961
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1945 In fact right up until few weeks before his death he quite often

mentioned his marriage to me and he always seemed to beyou know

rather happy about it

gasoline can was found near the northwest corner of

the ruins It was empty and the top screwed on tight

Estey Thomas the hired man when he found this gasoline can

was so wrought up that he later ran tractor over it and

threw it on the junk pile He could not positively

identify it and there were two- others upon the premises

It is suggested that it came from the pump-house where

it was used as gasoline container but it should be noted

that they used gasoline to clean up the horses

Mr Ross body was found in the south half towards

the centre and on the east side of cement walk running

north and south through the barn resting upon some

prairie wool and pieces of what appeared to be ceil

ing or loft flooring which gave -the appearance that the

body fell from the loft Mr Ross was working around

the barn that morning and Thomas the hired man when

asked if Mr Ross was in the habit of going into that

hayloft replied Oh yes oh yes he went in there quite

often
--

This barn was about 30 60 well built with cement

floor and equipped with electric lights The evidence

is to the effect that the electric wiring was not respon

sible for the fire and the current was generated by

wind-charger apart from the barn At the time of the

fire his horses with the harness on and some calves were

in the barn and all were burned to death

Mr Ross was 49 years of age- had resided there for

many years and at the time of his death was farming

more than six quarter-sections of land to all of which he

had clear title He died intestate and his estate was

valued at $42000 --

He was quiet level-headed and successful man not

given to worry and throughout there is no suggestion

of any unusual -or abnormal conduct on his part On

Sunday he apparently remained the coolest of the three

as evidenced by his conversation with Thomas when the

latter suggested that he should leave and Mr Ross coun
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selled him to wait few days to which Thomas agreed
On Monday morning during the conversation in ques- NEW YORK

LIFE INS
tion it is evident that there was no heated discussion Co

This expression he could not face it is similar to ScHUTr

many used by persons upon occasions of disappointment Es
sorrow or distress As rule they do not lead tO any

immediate course of conduct In this case the words

refer not to the moment of conversation but to the time

Mrs Ross may leave Mr Ross knew that Mrs Ross

had made no preparation to go and to outward appear
ances she was proceeding with her housework He had

left her just catching up on her sleep and now she was

doing the dishes Under these circumstances he asked the

question and she repeated her intention to leave in effect

the same statement she had made the day before when

he apparently treated it as upon previous occasions

Now twenty-four hours after the trouble during which

time Mrs Ross had made no preparation to leave and

was apparently resuming her normal routine about the

house we are asked to conclude because in reply to the

oft repeated threat to leave Mr Ross said in part If
left him he couldnt face it that he thereby indicated

an intention to voluntarily end his life that he forth

with carried out that intention by going to the barn and

setting fire thereto Up to that moment he followed the

regular routine of the morning chores There was noth

ing new about the threat but we are asked to conclude

that now this successful quiet type of man at once acts

in manner entirely different to his conduct on any pre
vious occasion In my opinion and with greatest respect

to the learned trial judge when those words are read in

relation to all the other facts they do not justify such an

inference

The i.ssue of accident raises at once apart from any
affirmative defence the question of intention in the sense

that if an act is intended it cannot be accidental The

only intent here suggested is that Mr Ross intended

voluntarily to end his life In the determination of this

issue the plaintiff is entitled to invoke the inference

against voluntary death This inference may be de
stroyed or attenuated by evidence of motive as sug

32i96i
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1945 gested by Lord Dunedin in Dominion Trust Company

NEw YORK New York Life Insurance Co where he states as
LIFE INS follows

Motive however can never be of itself sufficient The utmost that
CEJLITT

it can do is to destroy or attenuate The inference drawn from the experi-

Estey ence of mankind that self-destruction being contrary to human instincts

is unlikely to have occurred The proof of suicide must be sought in the

circumstances of the death

In my opinion the words attributed to Mr Ross read

in relation to the other facts do not destroy or attenu

ate that inference

If have properly construed the last words attributed

to Mr Ross then it seems to me the case may be re

garded as similar to Boyd Refuge Assurance Co Ltd

Harvey Ocean Accident Guarantee Corp

and Wright The Sun Mutual Life Insurance Co
If these last words have some evidential value the case

is similar to London Life Insurance Co Trustee of the

Property of Lang Shirt Co Ltd Fowlie The Ocean

Accident Guarantee Corp and New York Life In
surance Co Gamer In either case on the facts as

view them the authorities indicate that judgment

should be in favour of the respondent

The appellant then contends He Mr Ross might

have attempted to put out the fire and in so doing was

overcome by the smoke or flames If this were the

natural and direct consequences of his actions having

regard to his asthmatic condition it would not be acci

dental

In support of this contention the appellant cites Scarr

General Accident Assurance Corp Harmon

Travelers Insurance Co Sloboda Continental

Casualty Co 10
The policy makes no reference to asthmatic or any

kindred bodily ondition It does provide that the double

indemnity shall not be recovered if the death results

19191 A.C 254 at 259 1938 303 U.S 161

1890 17 Sess Cas 955 K.B 387 74 L.J

119051 Ir K.B 237

1878 29 U.C.C.P 221 W.W.R 424

19291 S.C.R 117 10 W.W.R 237

1902 O.L.R 146 affirmed

.3 S.C.R 253
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directly or indirectly from physical or mental infirmity 1945

In my opinion the cause of death was the fire if it had NEW YoRK
LIFE INS

not been for the fire he would have continued his normal Co

duties Periodically during the last three or four years Sc
he had consulted Dr Wallace his physician Dr Wallace

EsteyJ
stated that Mr Ross had an asthmatic condition and

short of breath As consequence he was troubled

gTeat deal with dust during haying and threshing opera

tions but he does not suggest that he ever advised Mr
Ross not to engage in these operations Further Dr

Wallace stated Smoke-fumes would have much the same

effect on him as dust or any irritating substance he would

breathe in Mr Ross was otherwise healthy This

asthmatic condition may have caused him to succumb

or become unconscious more quickly than some other

person but cannot under the circumstances be de

scribed as the cause of his death Moreover the policy

does not indicate that either of the contracting parties

intended that the protection purchased by the assured

should turn upon any such inquiry or refinement of the

assureds health

Moreover man who finds himself in position such

as Mr Ross where finding his barn afire he must act

instantly is not required to stop deliberate and consider

whether such condition as asthma would require him

to adopt one or another course It is enough if he follows

one which under the circumstances is reasonable course

All of the foregoing cases cited by the appellant

upon this issue have this in common the assured delib

erately and with ample time to arrive at decision

selected course that eventually led to the injury which

caused death In Harmon Travelers Insurance Co

the plaintiff had been warned of his heart condition few

months before the injury Notwithstanding the advice he

then received he did engage in curling bonspiel and be

cause of the sweeping suffered heart attack The cause

was held not to be accidental In Sloboda Continental

Casualty Co the light dressy pair of shoes used for

W.W.R 424 W.W.R 237
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1945 walking in March over rough country roads for three and

Nsw Yoan one-half miles to the post office and back developed
LIFE INS

blister

In the present case not merely was the wearing of the shoes deliberate

8curr
and intended but the consequence was natural and direct and moreover

EStSY
at some time at least before the walk was concluded must have appeared

to the insured as the probable consequence

In Scarr General Accident Assurance Corp the

insured there sought to remove drunken man who offered

only passive resistance His own effort brought on the con

dition which caused his death and it was held not to be

accidental

The appellant also pleaded the affirmative defence of

suicide The only evidence supporting this plea was also

tendered to defeat the plaintiffs plea of accident It failed

to do so and fortiori does not establish suicide

In my opinion Mr Ross death resulted from the fire

which within the meaning of the policy was an external

violent and accidental cause The appeal should be dis

missed with costs

Appeal dismissed with costs

Solicitors for the appellant Duncan Cross Johnson

Solicitor for the respondent Archibald

KB 387 74 L.J K.B 237


